
Conference Call Minutes 

 

North Atlantic/New England Divisions 

November 8, 2021 5:00 PM 

 

Attending: Lizzie Ferguson, Williams; Brian Goodwin, Middlebury; Emily Satterfield 

and Ria Sonecha , MIT; Erin Bailey, Yale; Catherine Janszky and Ismerai Ortiz, 

Bowdoin College; Mano Harada and Jade Chismar, Boston University; Eileen 

Flanagan, Boston College; Annie Chiang, Northeastern; Madeline Wong, Tufts; 

Dartmouth College, Isabella Macioce; Massachusetts, Will Merritt 

 

The call opened with a discussion about competitive equity and the need to create more 

opportunities for teams to play against opponents of similar ability. The proposal 

included teams playing in their normal division for the first two weekends to determine 

rankings within their division. Each division would then be divided in half with the top 

teams from each competing against each other at an “A” division championship and 

the bottom teams doing likewise at a “B” division championship. Each championship 

would produce the best teams from each division that would qualify for either the 

National Collegiate Club Championship or the National Invitational Championship. 

 

Teams were willing to discuss the idea with their teammates and make a final decision 

regarding competitive format during a second conference call which will be held in 

December (info to be sent shortly). 

 

The next item on the agenda pertained to the new hotel reservation policy. The old 

system of booking one property at a tournament site to try and meet every school’s 

needs is outdated and a very inefficient means to earn free rooms from the hotels. The 

new process utilizes one account through Hotels.com, where teams can book the hotel 

of their choice and the league can earn more free rooms for officials, which will save 

league expenses. More information will be sent to teams about this policy later. 

 

The Commissioner reminded teams about the forms they need to complete, 

including  the Participation Agreement that must be submitted by the club supervisor 

before December 15th. All forms are located on the “Forms” tab of the website. He 

also emphasized the importance of the website. Teams may send stories about their 

clubs to help promote their programs. 

 

Live streaming will still  take place this spring and to make the broadcasts accurate, the 

league needs rosters that include the correct cap numbers. All teams will be required to 

turn in a roster and include emails for their athletes. This will also enable the league to 

reach out to the individual athletes with information about the stream that they can 

forward to their parents. 

 

Lastly teams need to make sure their contact information is correct on the website and 

to share the leadership responsibilities between three roles: coaching, administration, 

and social/recruiting. By selecting a different person for each position teams prevent 



burnout, and it allows the league office to help individuals in specific areas. All club 

leadership must also complete the Team Leader Orientation program consisting of three 

short webinars. 

 

The next conference call will be scheduled in December to finalize the competitive 

format and schedule. Between now and that time teams will be sent a form that will 

outline their availability to play and host. 

 

 

North Atlantic/New England Divisions 

Tuesday, December 7th at 4:00 PM 

 

Attending: Arielle Nathan and Lizzie Ferguson, Williams; Brian Goodwin, 

Middlebury; Meredith Fagan, Boston University; Eileen Flanagan, Boston College; 

Maya Rabow, Northeastern; Maria Evans, Tufts; Rae Docherty, Dartmouth College; 

Liri Mustafa, Massachusetts; Sophie Mackin, Bates; Kat Chan and Eva Venema, 

Wellesley 

 

The meeting opened with a brief review of the discussion from the previous call and a 

request for teams to vote regarding whether the championships should be seeded 

according to ability. Teams voted 9-1 in favor of combining to seed based on regular 

season records.  

 

Teams discussed the logistics, and it was determined that Middlebury would host the 

“B” Championship and Boston College the “A” Championship. No other North 

Atlantic teams were able to commit to hosting as of the call and Williams confirmed 

their ability to host February 12-13. The Commissioner requested that teams contact 

their aquatics directors and respond if able to host an event. 
 

https://collegiatewaterpolo.org/membership/resources/teamleaderorientation/

